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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10070-10111
FIELD INFORMATION REPORT

COUNTRY: Mexico
SUBJECT: Al Dia Magazine
PLACE ACQUIRED: Mexico City

REPORT NO. HRM-1455
DATE OF INFO: 25 January 1955
DATE ACQUIRED: 20 January 1955
DATE OF REPORT: 16 February 1955

SOURCE, SOURCE EVALUATION, APPRAISAL OF CONTENT: Newspaperman with connections close to EZCURDIA (B). Appraisal of Content: 2.

1. Mario EZCURDIA, director of the leftist magazine Al Dia, has reported that as of February 1955, the publication would appear weekly. Al Dia had been appearing twice a month, previously. EZCURDIA said also that through the efforts of Jose Domingo NAVINC and Sergio NOVELO the magazine would receive more paid-government advertising from the government.

2. EZCURDIA stated that as of 1 January 1955, the following persons, all Marxists, had been added to the staff of Al Dia:

- Horacio ARIZON, editor-director of the Buro de Investigaciones Politicas (BIP)
- Agustín ARROYO, an intimate of General Lazaro CARDENAS
- Saturnino VALLEZ, an intimate of General Lazaro CARDENAS
- Victorino PICO Galan
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